Curriculum Committee Minutes
November 7, 2017
12:00-1:30 p.m.

Attendees:

Chris Wright          Anne Green Buckner          Ben Griffeth
Rebecca Russ-Sellers  Lauren Demosthenes          Mendy Ingiaimo
Holly Pace            Leanne Brechtel            Renee Chosed
Kirk Baston           Theresa Baultrippe          Rick Hodinka
Ben Griffeth          John Emerson              Phil Moschella
Tom Pace              Tyler Fleming              Paige Bridges
JeanMarc Ault-Riche   Alexis del Vecchio        Kirk Baston
Jeremiah White        Rich Goodwin              Fay Towell

1. Review of minutes from October 3.
   a. Motion to approve. Seconded. All in favor approved
2. STARS Program update for HVC Track
   a. Lauren Demosthenes gives the overview of how this program fits in with the HVC DT. 2 students were accepted to the program in Austin in December, and in turn into the Distinction Track as a whole
   b. For informative purposes. Does not need to be voted on.
3. Emergency Medicine Ultrasound Course Proposal (Bridges)
   a. 4 Weeks for 4th year students to be run by 3 ultrasound faculty. This is intended to be implemented in the 2018-2019 academic year and will be rigorous curriculum both in person and online.
   b. Motion to approve, seconded, all in favor approved
4. Lunch and Learn Sessions (Moschella)
   a. Proposing extra lunch and learn sessions in the spring semester open to all students which will give them extra training on physical presence, non-verbal communication, and body language.
   b. These concepts have been well received in BSPSH sessions. They are currently aiming for 3, 1 hour sessions that are optional and supplemental for students.
   c. Motion to approve, seconded, all in favor approved
5. Challenges Policy (Hodinka)
a. Dr. Hodinka reviews the old, unofficial challenges process and contrasts it with the new policy
developed from the PEAS committee with input from the first and second year students.
b. Reasoning behind this policy is that most questions are fully vetted with stats that show it. The
stats tend to drive the decisions more than the challenges do.
c. Motion to approve, seconded, all in favor approved.
6. Notify all in attendance that our Curriculum Retreat will be May 23 from 12-5:30 in the Learning Studio
   a. All clerkship directors, module directors, and academic year directors are invited as well

Meeting adjourned at 12:25pm